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Tokyo has always been a leisure hotspot for people in Hong

Kong. Apart from the recreation ideas, are you curious about

the healthcare system amid the vibrant Tokyo? I am privileged

to participate in an International Exchange Programme jointly

organized by the School of Nursing of The University of Hong

Kong (HKU) and the Division of Health Sciences and Nursing of

The University of Tokyo (UTokyo) for 9 days in summer. During

the programme, participants from Hong Kong, US, Canada,

Thailand and Japan had chances to exchange ideas about

the healthcare systems and nursing development in Tokyo

and their home country. We also spent two days in the

Department of Gerontological Nursing & Wound Care

The University of Tokyo Hospital

Management with a team of devoted

nurse researchers and clinicians. I am

happy to share my experiences after

this exchange trip as we strive for

holistic client care in wound, ostomy

and continence in global and local

context.
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The Department of Gerontological Nursing & Wound 

Care Management 
The Department of Gerontological Nursing & Wound

Care Management led by Professor Hiromi Sanada, a

WOC Nurse, is a team of compassionate nursing faculties

and scientists who are devoted to explore the scientific

world of wound management in older people. Professor

Sanada’s team particularly interested in researches

which are applicable in clinical environment, they work

closely with clinical team in The University of Tokyo

Hospital (UTokyo Hospital), their researches outputs are

innovative and practical. Professor Sanada had pressure

injury round with multidisciplinary team in UTokyo Hospital

every week and we were honored to join a session, it

was definitely an eye-opening experience for us. The

Pressure injury rate in general hospitals in japan had

decrease from 4.1% in 2002 to 1.68% in 2016, the success

in lowering the incidence in pressure injury did not stop

them from pursuing better quality of care. The pressure

injury round started with case briefing by case nurse to

the team including WOC nurse, dermatologist, dietitian,

and research nurses; in the subsequent visit to patient,

they incorporated the use of technology with expert
wound management, including ultrasonography, wound

Professor Hiromi Sanada
and her team

blotting, pressure

sensor, infrared

thermography and

Point-of-care

wound swab

bacterial count

machine.
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Ultrasonography
Nurses used to have direct observation, palpation,

auscultation and interview for client assessment,

however, we are unable to visualize the tissue under

intact skin using our naked eyes in bedside. UTokyo

Hospital integrate imaging and information technologies

in nursing profession, a nurse who are well trained for

ultrasonography used a handheld ultrasound device

which is highly portable to detect early deep tissue

injuries in wounds. During the pressure injury round, a

nurse would scan the wound using intermediate-

frequency ultrasound for a real time image to identify

hyperechoic, hypoechoic, isoechoic and echo-free

area; thus quickly conclude if there is any chances of

deep tissue injury which need further management, it is

useful to predict pressure injury progression as well

(Noriyuki et. al., 2009).

Handheld Ultrasound Device
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Wound Blotting and Point-of-care Wound Swab 

Bacterial Count Machine

The knowing of the presence of wound infection is

helpful during wound assessment, UTokyo hospital used

a Point-of-care wound swab bacterial count machine

Panasonic Bacterial Counter

Wound blotting media, 

membrane and samples

Furthermore, they used a point-of-care biological

approach to identify the presence of biofilm. The

wound blotting technique is to attach a nitrocellulose

membrane to the wound for 10 seconds, followed by

alcian blue staining, blue stains indicate the presence

of biofilm (Nakagami et al., 2015). Same technique is

in a size of a tissue box to have a

rapid measurement of total bacterial

count in one minute during bedside

wound care. Through the

identification of bacteria presence or

reduction, nurses are able to have

more idea in the wound condition

and make appropriate decision.

applied to clarify

the black box

mechanism of a

wound. For

example,

researchers have

identified the

causal relationship

of tissue

mechanical stress

to HSP90 alpha

protein, collecting

wound exudate
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Pressure Sensor 
During the pressure injury

round, the team used a

handy pressure sensor device

to quantify the pressure

between the bony

prominence and the mattress

for high risk clients, eventually,

certain position which are

prone to developing pressure

injury can be avoided.

Infrared Thermography
Research findings in The Department of Gerontological

Nursing & Wound Care Management, UTokyo; found

that temperature change is a promising indicator for

early detection of inflammation in wound (Nakagami

and Sanada, 2010), they used an infrared thermography

scanner to visualize the wound bed temperature during

assessment, increase in temperature at wound bed

indicate infection or critical colonization. They also found

that use of smartphone compatible scanner can provide

good enough image for visualizing the temperature of

wound bed.

Pressure Sensor

using the nitrocellulose membrane with laboratory

investigation could identify the presence of such protein

thus initiate appropriate nursing intervention. Wound

blotting had very good sensitively and specificity which

reach 88.9% and 81.8% respectively, however, limited

research is available for locating other associated

proteins (Kitamura et al., 2014). In the future, more

biomarkers should be identified to maximize the usage of

this technique.
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Apart from the above technological advances in wound

management, UTokyo hospital had a penalty system

and incentive system for the compliancy of pressure

injury management measures, this policy also contribute

to the low pressure injury rate. After this trip, I witnessed

the successfulness in close collaboration between

clinical and research in hospital and academic

institution, I have also witnessed the down to earth

technology which benefit client care, I am thankful to

HKU School of Nursing for granting me the chance to

participate in this trip, looking forward to the successful

stories in Hong Kong through knowledge transfer.
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WORLD-WIDE STOP PRESSURE 
INJURY CAMPAIGN 2019

HIGHLIGHTS OF FROM HONG KONG HOSPITALS

Hong Kong Sanatorium Hospital

Queen Mary Hospital

Grantham Hospital



WORLD-WIDE STOP PRESSURE 
INJURY CAMPAIGN 2019

HIGHLIGHTS OF FROM HONG KONG HOSPITALS

Rutonjee Hospital

Fung Yiu King Hospital

Duchess of Kent Children’s Hospital

MacLehose Medical Rehabilitation Centre

Tung Wah Hospital
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Queen Elizabeth Hospital

WORLD-WIDE STOP PRESSURE 
INJURY CAMPAIGN 2019

HIGHLIGHTS OF FROM HONG KONG HOSPITALS

Yan Chai Hospital

Tuen Mun Hospital and NTEC


